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CENTER CELEBRATES ITS 25TH!
Twenty-five years ago,
so the story goes, Physical
Oceanographer Extraordinaire Dr. William S.
Richardson approached
the administration of a tiny,
brand-new university (Nova
was then a storefront operation on Las Olas Boulevard)
with an intriguing concept:
Why not create an oceanographic laboratory within
the University?
To make a very long
story extremely short, a deal
was struck. In no time, a
hulking, two-story, all-purpose houseboat was built by
Surfside 6 of Miami,
Richardson obtained some
sizable grant awards from various federal funding agencies, healthy donations were gratefully accepted, a contingent of bright young faculty and
support staff were lured to a unique
floating facility on 15th Street in Fort
Lauderdale, and "The Lab" was born.
Early in the game, Richardson,
who was named Director of the Physical Oceanographic Laboratory, managed to acquire several research vessels - some donated, some leased, SOIIJ.e
purchased. RIV Gulf Stream, a 55-foot
converted pleasure yacht, became our
primary workboat. She was sleek,
fast, and loaded with electronics. She
was also block-funded by the National
Science Foundation, which softened
the budgetary blow.
By 1970, the year that your Editor
arrived on the scene, it became time
for the Lab to move up and out.

R IV Gulf Stream, ca. 1971.

Through the generosity of Broward
County, which donated 10 acres of
prime property on the ocean side of
Port Everglades, and of Dr. Charles
and Hamilton Forman, who carved
out our boat basin and erected an allpurpose warehouse building on the
property, the Lab was able to expand
its facilities to meet the demands of its
remarkably innovative and successful
research efforts.
In those early years we had a faculty of 12 to 14, a support staff of25 to
30, and about six full-time Ph.D. students. We were thriving and the funding just kept coming.
Then one awful day in January,
1975, word began to trickle in that RIV
GulfStream, with Richardson, our boat
captain, and three technicians on board,
was missing in the Gulf of Maine while
engaged in a drift buoy project.

Despite a massive search, the
vessel was never found .
Our spirits, funding, and
personnel dwindled at about
the same pace over the next
several years. Then in 1978
our fortunes began to reverse.
We hired several top-notch
faculty members that year,
and as a result we began to
branch out into other areas of
research: marine biology, geology, and chemistry.
In the early 1980s the Institute for Marine and Coastal
Studies was born, thus
strengthening the academic
arm of the Center as well.
Today, several directors and
numerous ups and downs
later, we are strong and gaining at
every turn. Our recent linkup with the
undergraduate program at Nova College is definitely a positive step, one
that provides a good leg up on the next
25!
It has been four years (Summer
1987) since our faculty was listed in
Currents. This seems an appropriate
time to do so again.
Nat Apter, Resident Adjunct: M.D.
Univ. of Buffalo; Malacology.
Pat Blackwelder, Assoc. Prof.: Ph.D.
U. South Carolina; Micropaleontology.
Curtis Burney, Assoc. Prof.: Ph.D.
Univ. of Rhode Island; Marine
Ecology.
C. Andrew Cole, Asst. Prof.: Ph.D. S.
Illinois Univ.; Zoology, Fisheries.
continued on page 2

EQUATORIAL CURRENT SYSTEM MODELED
Dr. Jeffrey Proehl, Assistant Professor of Physical Oceanography, is using numerical ocean models to study the stability of
the equatorial current system. Specifically, he is
looking at tropical instability waves in the eastern equatorial Pacific
Ocean.
Satellite measurements have shown fluctuations in sea surface temperature (SST) in equatorial regions of the Pacific,
Atlantic, and Indian
Oceans, but the phenomenon is seen most clearly
in the Pacific.
"Under normal conditions," said
Proehl, "surface water in the eastern
Pacific within 2° of latitude of the
equator is 3-4 oc colder than water to
either the north or the south. At the
northern edge of this 'cold tongue' of
water, there is a very distinct drop in
SST (about 2-3°C over a degree or less
oflatitude). This temperature drop, or
front, can be seen to meander in satellite images." Proehl said that this
frontal meandering was thought to be
due to the fact that the lateral gradient
of eastward velocity grows too large
and becomes unstable.
Proehl is studying the detailed
mechanism of these waves. "They are
important," he said, "because they
transport a lot of heat to the equator about as much as direct solar heat
contributes."
The present study is conducted
"through numerical model simulations.
These models allow you to understand
what generates the instabilities, how

Proehl's research is supported by
NSF, under a two-year grant. He will
soon submit a proposal to another
agency to study the stability of coastal
flows. In that project he will concentrate on an ideal ocean, not a specific
coast, in an attempt to understand the
stability characteristics ofcoastal flows.

N

Dr. Proehl, at the console.

they are maintained and dissipated. I
am looking at both the effects of the
instabilities on the physical ocean environment and how well they are represented in numerical ocean models."
Proehl said he hoped to use satellite
observations of SST and compare them
with the model.
The National Science Foundation
(NSF) now has a program under way
in which a group of scientists is taking
observations of instability waves, using current meters, CTD's (conductivity, temperature, depth), and other
instrumentation. Proehl will be using
the group's data as well as satellite
observations to attempt to verify his
model results.
"A lot of this modeling," he added,
"will be performed remotely on the
Cray Super Computer at NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric Research) in Boulder, Colorado. This
computer is one of the fastest in the
world and will be accessed directly
from the Oceanographic Center's Sun
Workstation."

IN MEMORIAM
We are all saddened by the sudden death in early June of Louis C.
Huch, who served as Development Officer for the Oceanographic Center for
the past year and a half. It was chiefly through his efforts that our Board
of Governors was established, and he was responsible for several social
activities that were held at the Center during his tenure. He was our friend
in Development for 15 years, and he will be missed.
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SST field, showing the cold tongue (dark
segment), with instability waves seen on
northern and southern edges.

25th Year
continued from page 1

Richard Dodge, Assoc. Prof.:
Ph.D. Yale Univ.; Marine
Geology.
Gary Kleppe] , Assoc. Prof.: Ph.D.
Fordham Univ.; Marine
Biology.
Pijush Kundu, Prof.: Ph.D.
Pennsylvania State Univ.;
Physical Oceanography.
Julian McCreary, Prof.: Ph.D.
U. California S.D.; Physical
Oceanography.
Charles Messing, Asst. Prof.:
Ph.D. Univ. of Miami; Marine
Biology.
Jeffrey Proehl, Asst. Prof.: Ph.D.
Univ. Washington; Physical
Oceanography.
Russell Snyder, Prof.: Ph.D.
U. California S.D.: Physical
Oceanography.
Richard Spieler, Assoc. Prof.:
Ph.D. Louisiana State Univ.;
Marine Biology.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
Dr. Richard Dodge traveled to
Panama City, Panama, for one week in
mid-May to attend the annual meeting
of the Scientific Review Board of the
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, of which he is a member. The
Review Board was formed several years
ago after a major oil spill occurred off
the Atlantic coast of Panama, impacting the Smithsonian laboratory. Since,
for obvious reasons, experiments cannot be undertaken to study the effects
of oil pollution on tropical waters, the
actual spill has provided scientists with
an opportunity to assess what might
happen if such a spill occurred, for
example, off Florida.
From May 12-16, M.S. student
Dale Vicho attended a conference of
the International Association of
Aquatic Animal Medicine, held at the
University of Florida Marineland in
St. Augustine. Major topics of discussion included advances in marine mammal medicine and updating treatments
and diagnostic work. Some whale studies were described by Pacific coast
workers. Vicho said a major development, brought to light by the conference, was that many institutions have
begun combining veterinary diagnostics and medicine with marine biological studies.
Dr. Julian McCreary and Dr.
Jeff Proehl both gave presentations
at a meeting of the Equatorial Theoretical Panel, held June 30-July 2 at
the Alton Jones Campus of the University of Rhode Island. McCreary's talk
was entitled "Equatorial Dynamics in
a 2-1/2 Layer Model," and Proehl's
presentation was entitled "Instability
Waves in the Gent and Cane Equatorial Model." Planning and on-site coordination was handled by Jan Witte
through funding provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
Dr. Gary Kleppel attended the
annual meeting of the American Society of Limnology and Oceanograpy in
Halifax,NovaScotia,June 10-14, where
he presented a joint talk with Dr. E.J.
Lessard entitled "Carotenoid Pigments of Microzooplankton from Cultures and Field Samples." In mid-July,
Kleppel attended a meeting of the Scientific Advisory Panel of NOAA's

Coastal Ocean Program, held in Madison, Wisconsin. On August 4 he addressed the International Congress of
Phycology, held at Duke University in
Durham, North Carolina. His talk
was entitled "Algal Pigments Once
Removed." From August 24 to 29, he
attended the Zooplankton Ecology
Symposium at Lawrence University in
Appleton, Wisconsin, and presented a
poster entitled "Carotenoids and copepods: Feasibility of in situ measurement of the diet." On September 27
Kleppel will visit his alma mater,
Fordham University inNew York City,
where he will present a talk entitled "A
Tale of Three Food Webs: The Use of
Pigments in Oceanography."
During August 6-7, Kerie
Swadling, a graduate student of Professor Nancy Marcus ofFlorida State
University, visitedDr.Kleppel'slaboratory at the Oceanographic Center
and learned HPLC pigment analysis
methods.
Dr. Pat Blackwelder will present
project results at the NOAA-funded
NECOP (Nutrient Enhanced Coastal
Ocean Productivity) Program synthesis, October 2-4. The meeting is to be
held at LUMCON (Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium) in Chauvin,
Louisiana. Her paper will be included
in the retrospective analysis group presentations on core studies.

Dr. Messing
Receives Fellowship
Dr. Charles Messing was
awarded a Christensen Research Institute Fellowship to travel toMadang,
Papua New Guinea for the month of
July. Each year 25 fellowships are
offered by the Christen sen Research
Foundation to scientists of postdoctoral
or equivalent status in the field of
biology. The fellowship consists of
travel support, free accommodations
and food while at the institute, and
free use ofthe institute's vehicles, boats,
fuel, SCUBA equipment, and other
facilities.
Messing's research project is entitled "Diversity, Distribution and
Ecology of Comatulid Crinoids
(Echinodermata) at Madang, PNG, and
continued on page 4

Ron Stroud and RuthAnn Rogan, of
International Manna Resources, Inc.,
present Gayle Stone wzth flowers at
Fort Lauderdale mrport.

M.S. Student
Receives Grant
Office of University Relations and
Development press release
Gayle Stone, a master of science student in marine biology at
the Nova University Oceanographic
Center, received a $1,000 grant to
present a paper at the annual meeting of the American Society of Limnology and Oceanography [ASLOJ,
June 10-13, 1991.
International Marina Resources, Inc. of Fort Lauderdale
awarded the grant to cover the costs
ofattending the meeting in Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada. Stone's paper was entitled "Copepod Density,
Container Volume and Egg Production of Acartia tonsa. ''
Ron Stroud, chairman of International Marina Resources, Inc.
[and member ofthe Center's Board
of Governors], has initiated an
Oceanographic Center Student Activities Fund to sponsor future student studies and trips. "We hope to
get enough donations to establish a
permanent fund," Stroud said.
The Oceanographic Center conducts extensive and long-term research to better understand the
forces at work in coastal zones, at
the ocean-air interface, and deep
within oceans, as well as the effects
of pollution on the environment.
[Editor's note: Gayle also received a $300 Student Travel Award
fro.m the American Society of Limnology and Oceanography to attend this meeting. Her name was
selected in a random drawing by
the Secretary of ASLO.]
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Board Holds July Meeting at Center
The Center's Board of Governors
met on July 25 in the Richardson Library. Board members in attendance
· included Scott Boyd, Patricia Carr,
Richard Donato, Chris Jacoby,
Marshall Lytle, Jerry Pascoe, and
Ron Stroud. Representing the faculty were Drs. Bart Baca (Center
Adjunct), Pat Blackwelder, Richard Dodge, Gary Kleppel, Pijush
Kundu, Julian McCreary, Jeffrey
Proehl, and Russell Snyder. Nova
guests and Center staff included Dennis Dannacher, Dr. Abraham
Fischler, Ruth Lazarus, Kathleen
Maxson, Richard Miller, Bonnie
Pa~to,r, _
and Gayle Stone.
Chairman Chris Jacoby called
themeetingtoorder. RichardMiller,
Vice President for Development, introduced the Center's new Development
Officer, Dennis Dannacher, who will
replace the late Louis C. (Bud) Huch
in that position. Dannacher said that
he had been at the University for many
years and worked closely with Huch
on many development projects. He
plans to invest the necessary time and
energy in this demanding position and
will make himself available both to the
Board and to Center staff.
Dr. Richard Dodge circulated a
report entitled "Vision Statement:
Speculations on the State of the Center in 2001." He also distributed an
updated wish list of space and equipment needs at the Center. High on the
list of items needed were laser printers. He said that there would be dramatic growth at the Center in the
coming months - growth in number of
students, faculty, and staff. The Center, he said, would need new laboratory facilities and offices to keep up
with the growth and would need the
supportofthe University and the Board
during this period.
Dodge introduced Dr. Bart Baca,
Center Adjunct, who is a wetlands

ecologist, an aquaculture specialist,
and an oil-spill cleanup expert. He
then showed a videotape of a local
telecast about the Center's post-spill
mangrove studies, led by Baca and
supported by M.S. students Rowena
Garcia, David Stout, and Linda
Wetrhus.
The Board then discussed the problems associated with fund raising for
the Center. Some fund-raising event
ideas were a fishing tournament, a
Fourth of July boat parade, and a
yachtsmen's ball. It was concluded
that the Board needed more time to
establish its goals, using the Center's
Vision Statement as a guide. The
Board planned to look to the University for more fund-raising ideas.
Other items discussed included
publicity techniques, a real estate donation program, an Honorary Board
Member, an Honorary Faculty Member, student housing needs, and a possible Fort Lauderdale Boat Show display. It was announced that Ted Drum
requested that his name be removed
from the list of Board members.
Kleppe} thanked the Board for providing travel funds for one of his M.S.
students, Gayle Stone, allowing her
to give a presentation in Halifax earlier this summer (see the press release
in this issue).
Dr. Abraham Fischler, Nova
President, suggested that the group
take a few minutes to reflect on the loss
of Bud Huch, adding that Bud always
had taken on responsibilities beyond
his job description. Several moments
were then given to remembering a
friend.
The next Board meeting will be
held on October 17, followed by a
5:00 P.M . laymen's talk by Center Director Dr. Julian McCreary, entitled
"El Nino and Global Weather."

Dr. Messing
contmued from page 3

Their Relationship to the Tropical Indo-Western Pacific Crinoid Fauna."
In his research proposal, Dr. Messing states that "The shallow-water
crinoid fauna of the central Indo-Western Pacific region is the richest in the
world. Some 120 species have been reported from the area but little is known
about most of them. The reefs around Madang will allow us to investigate this
fauna in detail for the first time." The investigation includes studies of species
composition, populations, and feeding biology; taphonomic analyses of crinoidal
contribution to sediment; and detailed taxonomic analyses.
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Dr. C. Andrew Cole, newly arrived.

Dr. Cole Joins
Faculty
Dr. Charles Andrew Cole joined
the Oceanographic Center faculty in early
August. Although in the beginning Cole
will spend much of his time teaching in
the undergraduate program on our main
campus in Davie, his home base will be
his fledgling laboratory at the Center.
Cole comes to us by a circuitous
route. He did his undergraduate work at
the University ofMassachusetts in wildlife biology and received the M.S. degree
in the same field from West Virginia
University. In 1988 he earned the Ph.D.
degree in zoology from Southern Illinois
University. His thesis was "Wetland
Ecosystem Development on a Reclaimed
Surface Coal Mine" (his days in West
Virginia having had some influence here).
Cole's first position had to do with
wetlands ecology. He worked at Cape
Hatteras, North Carolina, through the
University of Georgia, and then he transferred his National Park Service grant to
North Carolina State University in Raleigh.
Although much of his time will be
spent in the classroom at Nova College,
Cole hopes to teach a wetlands course in
the Center's Institute of Marine and
Coastal Studies. As for his research
interests, he plans to become involved
with wetland mitigation studies in South
Florida, looking at mangroves in particular.
As for his first impressions of our
laboratory, Cole confides that he is "glad
to be back among biologists again, after
spending the last few years with social
scientists." Welcome aboard!

UNDERCURRENTS
INSTITUTE OF MARINE AND COASTAL STUDIES
A. Russo Defends Thesis
Anthony Russo, an M.S. student in
Marine Biology, successfully defended
his thesis on June 10. His thesis topic
was "Digestion and Vacuole Passage
Time in the TintinnidFauella panaminis
Feeding on the Dinoflagellate
Heterocapsa triquetra."

During extensive laboratory experiments, Russo studied the feeding habits
of certain ciliates, Fa vella panaminis, in
great detail. In his words, he "fed the
ciliates, removed them from food, washed
them in sterile sea water, placed them in
more sterile sea water, then placed one

FALLCLASSSCHEDULESET
M.S. degree specialties are Marine
Biology and Coastal Zone Management. Each course earns three
credit hours or may be audited. Tuition is $250 per credit hour (50%
less for audit). Classes meet once a
week from 6:30 to 9 :30 P.M at the
Center. The fall term extends from
September 23 to December 12. For
more information, call (305) 9201909.

Marine Ecosystems (QCMB-5602):
Core course. A study of the major
planktonic, nektonic, and benthic
groups and associations, focusing on
their diversity, distribution, metabolism, production, trophic relationships, and ecological roles, with emphasis on coastal communities. Instructor: Dr. C. Burney, Center
Faculty. Begins Wednesday, September 25.

Aspects ofMarine Pollution (CZMT790): Deals with various forms of
environmental pollution as they affect both land and maritime environments. Sources, measurement,
and control of pollution in marine
and coastal environments are discussed . Instructor:
Dr. D.
McCorquodale, Center Adjunct.
Begins Monday, September 23.

Marine Phytoplankton rOCMB6060): Study of the major groups of
phototrophic marine eukaryotic
plankton, stressing current concepts
of their activities, ecological role,
importance, dynamics, and interrelationships. Instructor: Dr. G.
Kleppel, Center Faculty. Begins
Thursday, September 26.

Law and the Coastal Zone (CZMT603). General instruction in legal
fields and in selected environmental sciences, combined with in-depth
study of administration of maritime
industries and coastal activities.
Focuses on the regulation of marine
and maritime pursuits that pertain
to the coastal zone and adjacent
territorial waters. Instructor: S.
King, Esq.. Center Adjunct. Begins Tuesday, September 24.

Winter Term, January 6- March
27. 1992

Descriptive Marine Physics (OCOR5601): Core course. Instructor: Dr.
P. Kundu, Center Faculty.
Marine Zooplankton (QCMB-6065).
Instructor: Dr. G. Kleppel, Center
Faculty.
Coastal Protection and Engineering
(CZMT-605). Instructor: Dr. W.
Venezia, Center Adjunct.
FISH-1 (0CMB-TBAJ.
TBA.

Anthony Russo, defending.

ciliate per slide and followed the digestion process using epifluorescence (ultraviolet light)." He then looked at the
color change of the ingested dinoflagellate, Heterocapsa, and noted, as expected,
that the color became less vivid as digestion proceeded. Said Russo, "When three
or more Heterocapsa were ingested, they
were then excreted, partly digested, as
indicated by the presence of brown fluorescence upon excretion. That's how you
determine whether food was excreted
digested or partially digested. With three
or fewer food items, the material is completely digested, as indicated by the absence of fluorescence upon excretion. "
Russo added that, overall, only so
much ofthe energy ingested will be passed
up to higher trophic levels, for example,
copepods, when the lower forms, such as
ciliates, are eaten.
One of Russo's major conclusions
was that vacuole passage time, from
ingestion to excretion, remained fairly
constant over the range of food concentrations. "It's uniform," said Russo, "no
matter the food concentration, but the
digestion time varies."
Now that his degree is in hand, Russo
wants to find a position in a local biology
lab. His longtime interest in marine
ecology should help him in this enterprise.

Instructor:
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Bonnie Pastor Joins Staff
There is a new smiling face in
the Institute for Marine and Coastal
Studies - that of Bonnie Pastor,
Institute secretary. She replaces
Cathy Mattison, who is now devoting her time to sea turtles and
her thesis project.
Bonnie brings her own brand of
enthusiasm to the Coastal Studies
offices. She provides a solid liberal
arts background to the halls of science, having earned her baccalaureate in English from Rollins College in Winter Park, Florida. Some

of her love ofbooks may have rubbed
off from her mother, Harriett
MacDougall, who is Associate Director ofLibraries inNova's Einstein
Library.
Bonnie has a favorable impression of our little laboratory so far. "I
like the people, the casual atmosphere - and I feel comfortable here.
I hope to be here for a long time."
And we all hope the same, Bonnie.

Bonnie Pastor, at the boat dock.

Isabel Puente
Graduates
Isabel Puente successfully defended her M.S. thesis, entitled
"Sources of Coliphage in the Marine
Environment," on August 14. Below is
her thesis abstract:
Coliphages may be an alternative
to bacterial indicators of sewage pollution in sea water. However, sources of
coliphage in the marine environment
other than human have not been investigated. A study was conducted in
Southeastern Florida to determine how
E . coliC (ATCC 13706) bacteriophages
of non-human origin could interfere
with the coliphage indicator system in
the monitoring of human fecal pollution in sea water. Coliphages were
detected, in variable numbers, in 12.5%,
80%, and 33.3% of human, seagull
(Larus delawarensis), and pelican
(Pelicanus occidentalis carolinensis)
fecal samples, respectively, as well as
in 100% of raw sewage samples. No
coliphage was detected in feces of dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) and sea lion
(Zalophus californianus). Single fecal
samples of cormorant (Phalocrocorax
auritus floridanus) and royal tern
(Thalasseus maximus maximus) also
contained coliphage. The coliphage
content p er gram of dry weight of raw
6

Isabel Puente, after her defense.

sewage was significantly higher than
that of all other fecal samples. Even
though coliphage titers in the animal
feces are lower than in raw sewage, in
restricted geographical areas (i.e. marinas), non-human animal sources may
still be important.
Three time series analyses were
performed to investigate the inconsistent detection of coliphage in human
feces. Coliphage was present in only 3
out of 7 human stool samples. However, coliphages appeared after several
days of aging of the samples in a dilu -

tion of sterile phosphate buffered water. It is hypothesized that lysogenic
bacteria in human feces release coliphage through spontaneous induction,
and physico-chemical conditions outside the human intestine may be a
trigger to this induction.
Isabel has been working for several months in Miami at Dade City
Environmental Resource Management
(DERM). Her position is in the Compliance Section, performing on-site inspections to seek out environmental
rules violations. Good luck!

STUDENT
UPDATE
Peter Roopnarine, a recent M.S.
graduate in Marine Biology, has written to Dr. Nat Apter about his academic exploits at the University of
California at Davis and has encouraged Apter to share the letter with
anyone who might be interested.
Roopnarine has passed his qualifying
exams for the Ph.D. degree and states
that he is "finished with course work
for the rest of my life!" His research is
going amazingly well: last year he
landed five grants, and recently he
gave a talk at the California Paleontology Conference in Santa Barbara.
His research interests include population growth of red sea urchins and
mollusks, and the relationship between metabolic rates and test (shell)
growth rates, as well as, he says, "the
environmental and genetic factors operating behind it all." He is also studying coral bleaching from a historical
standpoint, "looking at the relationship between growth rate and various
isotope indicators."
Roopnarine reports that Kim
Driver, also a recent M.S. graduate
in Coastal Studies and a student at
U.C. Davis, has received a number of
grants in biomechanics during the past
two years. She has been working
primarily on the mechanics of shark
swimming. Specifically, she is looking
into the cephalofoil in hammerhead
sharks and whether or not it contributes to hydrodynamic efficiency.
Peter Barlas, who received his
M.S. in Coastal Zone Management a
few years ago, visited us during the
past winter and waxed enthusiastic
about his new position on the other
side of the world (see photo this page).
His official title is Assistant Administrator of Coastal Resources Management for the Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands, and he
can be reached at the Office of the
Governor, Saipan, Mariana Islands
96950. Very impressive!

- -·;.

- ··.~-·

Dr. Richard Dodge and Peter Barlas locate the Northern Mariana Islands.

June 1991
Graduates
Andy Barienbrock: M.S., Marine
Biology
Glenda Kelley: M.S., Marine Biology
Craig Onque: M.S., Marine Biology
Anthony Russo: M.S., Marine
Biology
John Yudin: M.S., Marine Biology
Laura Goepfert: M.S., Joint Marine
Biology/Coastal Zone Management
Johanna Hidalgo: M.S., Coastal Zone
Management
Isabel Puente: M.S., Marine Biology
Werner Tiemann: M.S., Marine
Biology

Seminar
Schedule Update
Several Laymen Talks are
scheduled for late summer and fall.
Also listed is a seminar that was
given in May. Laymen Talks are
presented at 5:00P.M. For further
information, call (305) 920-1909.
May 31 "A New Look at Surface
Layers of the Indian
Ocean," by Dr. Donald
Olson of the University
of Miami

Laymen Talks (by Center
Faculty)
Aug. 21 "Oceanographic Modeling," by Dr. Jeffrey
Proehl
Oct. 17 "El Nino and Global
Weather," by Dr. Julian
McCreary
Nov. 13 ''Deterministic Chaos," by
Dr. Pijush Kundu
Dec. 11 "Electron Microscopy and
Marine Geology," by Dr.
Pat Blackwelder

····--. .
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Recent Faculty
Publications
Takashi, K., and P. Blackwelder,
1991: "Silicoflagellate Distribution in the NW Atlantic and Warm
Core Rings." Deep-Sea Research
(in press).
Blaha, G., 1991: "Closed-form Orthonormalization of Oblique Vectors
and Its Role in Expressing Adjust
ment Tensors." Bolletino
di Geodesia e Scienze Affini
(in press).
Dodge, R.E., S. Hess, and C. Messing, 1991: "Biological Monitoring
of the John U. Lloyd Beach
Renourishment: 1989." Final
Rept., Broward Cty. Off. ofNatural Resource Protection, 62 pp.

Kleppe!, G.S., D.V. Holliday, and R.E.
Pieper, 1991: "Trophic Interactions between Copepods and Microplankton: A Question about the
Role of Diatoms." Limnology and
Oceanography, 36, 172-178.
Kleppe!, G., 1991: "Environmental
Regulation of Feeding and Egg
Production by Acartia tonsa off
Southern California." Marine
Biology (in press).
Kleppe!, G., 1991: "On the Diets of
Copepods." Marine Ecology
Progress Series (in press).
Kundu, P.K., and R.C. Beardsley,
1991: "Evidence of a Critical
Richardson Number in Moored
Measurements during the
Season off Northern California."
J. Geophysical Research, 96,
4855-4868.

t

McCreary, J.P., Y. Fukamachi, and
P.K.Kundu, 1991: "ANumerical
Investigation of Jets and Eddies
near an Eastern Ocean Boundary." J. Geophysical Research,
96, 2515-2534.
McCreary, J.P., and D.L.T. Anderson, 1991: "An Overview of
Coupled Models of El Nino and
the Southern Oscillation." J. Geophysical Research, 96, 3125-3150.
Messing, C.G.,, and J. Dearborn,
1990: "Marine Flora and Fauna of
the Northeastern United States
Echinodermata: Chrinoidea."
NOAA Tech. Rept. NMFS 91, U.S.
Dept. Commerce, Springfield, VA,
29 pp.
Proehl, J.A., 1991: "On the Numerical Dispersion Relation of
Equatorial Waves." J. Geophysical Research (in press).
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